Abstract. We investigate possible links between the activity manifestations in the solar corona and conditions in the solar wind. For the reduction of this immense task we have selected 206 events in the solar wind in 1997 -2000 corresponding to geomagnetic events with A p > 20 (compiled into a database at http://alpha.sinp.msu.ru/apev). Up to now, 24 events during the epoch of low solar activity (January 1997 -January 1998) are investigated. The solar wind conditions monitored by ACE and WIND spacecraft were traced back to the solar corona observed by SOHO/EIT. The search for coronal signatures (transient dimmings and brightenings on the disc) which are probably associated with the disturbed solar wind conditions was performed. The coronal sources of these 24 events are identified, namely: eruptions in active regions, filament eruptions (connected or not with active regions) and coronal holes. It is shown that halo and partial halo CMEs observed by SOHO/LASCO are not necessary indicators of Earth-directed eruptions, and coronal EUV dimmings can be used as a complementary indicator. We also found that a structure now conventionally called a "sigmoid" cannot be represented by a single S-shaped loop (flux tube), but exhibits an assembly of many smaller structures. It could be formed and destroyed via eruptions. The obtained results are of interest for the space weather problem.
INTRODUCTION
Physical conditions on the Sun responsible for the production of appreciable geomagnetic perturbations are still under investigation. The biggest geomagnetic storms develop in association with the appearance of strong heliospheric perturbations seen in plasma and magnetic field parameters measured by satellites in the solar wind. They are commonly related to powerful nonstationary processes on the time scale from less than one hour to many hours in the solar corona and deeper layers of the solar atmosphere visualized by different observations (in the visible, UV, X-rays and radio emissions). Impulsive and long-duration solar flares, disappearing filaments, coronal mass ejections (CMEs), transient brightenings (dimmings) and coronal holes represent the most popular signatures to date used for diagnostic purposes.
The aim of this paper is to present the results on the search of the geomagnetic disturbances sources in the SOHO/EIT data.
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
We have selected 206 events in 1997 -2000 corresponding to the days with daily A p index more than 20 (an upper limit of the one standard deviation interval in 1997 -2000). The events were compiled into a database located at http://alpha.sinp.msu.ru/apev. To date 24 events occurred in January 1997 -January 1998 were investigated, thus the epoch of low solar activity is considered in this paper.
The procedure of analysis is as follows. First, using ACE and WIND spacecraft data, we identify the solar wind disturbance which produced increase of A p index (shock, discontinuity of another type, region of strong negative B z , increase in velocity, pressure etc). Average velocity of the disturbance is found and the approximate start time from the Sun is estimated assuming constant solar wind velocity en route from the Sun to the Earth.
To establish more precise timing, halo (angular width 360 ¤ ) and partial halo (angular width more than 120 ¤ ) CMEs registered by SOHO/LASCO close to the estimated start time were identified using the CSPSW/NRL CME catalog (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/ CME_list/index.html). In most cases a possible source halo/partial halo CME is found to happen in one -two days interval around the estimated start time. The coronal activity observed by EIT close to the initiation of this CME was studied to identify the coronal structure and/or process which is the most probable candidate to be the source of the CME (and of the geomagnetic disturbance). Sometimes no halo/partial halo CMEs were observed during these days. In this case we investigate the EIT data in the 3-day window around the estimated start time.
The list of events with their identified sources is shown in Table 1 . Four events (numbers 2, 3, 10, 15) are produced by flows from coronal holes (CH), either equatorial ones (event 3) or extensions of polar CHs to the equator (events 2, 10, 15). 6 events (9, 12, 13, 16, 20, 21) are produced by eruptions in active regions (AR). Event 11 is a combined event: plasma erupted from the AR is pushed by a faster flow from the CH. 3 events (14, 23, 24) are produced by the eruptions of filaments inside ARs or connected to them. 4 events (4, 6, 17, 18) are produced by filament eruptions outside active regions. (A filament producing event 17 is situated in the remains of decayed AR 8076, and at the time of eruption no sunspots are seen there.) 4 events (5, 7, 19, 22) have the same source as events of the previous day (4, 6, 18, 21 respectively). These events are either long-duration events or represent long (more than a day) relaxation of the A p index to undisturbed values. Sources of 2 events (1 and 8) are not identified as EIT was baking out.
Following examples illustrate the obtained results. Consider the event 13. We note first that it cannot be produced by a flow from coronal hole because the average velocity of the geoeffective solar wind disturbance was very low (about 360 km s [2], eruptions could be accompanied by coronal dimmings. Indeed, on May 21 EIT registered two eruptions in the NOAA AR 8040 associated with dimmings (the first eruption is shown in Figure 1 ). Hence, halo/partial halo CMEs (as observed by LASCO) are not necessary indicators of Earth-directed eruptions.
A most interesting problem linked with eruptions is their precursors. It was reported [2, 3, 4] that an eruption in active region is often accompanied by the sigmoid-toarcade restructuring of this AR seen by Yohkoh/SXT. It is argued [4] that sigmoid represents an S-shaped loop (or a flux tube) stretched along the photospheric magnetic neutral line -an unstable configuration which is then erupted [5] . Active region transforms into an unsheared arcade with its axis along the pre-eruption sigmoid.
Canfield et al. [3] found 23 sigmoidal active regions in 1997. Later, Glover et al. [6] reported that only 7 of them were truly sigmoidal, others being either projected sigmoidal (when many structures collectively form an S-shaped feature) or non-sigmoidal. Glover et al. [6] stress the need of observational definition of the term "sigmoid". In the recent work Glover et al. [7] state that a truly sigmoidal AR for most of the time exhibits two J-shaped loops which reconnect and form a true sigmoid just before the eruption.
Our analysis of the EIT data leads to stronger conclusion: S-shaped loops along the neutral line are never observed (at least in our limited data set, see e. g. NOAA AR 8038 -truly sigmoidal according to a modified classification by Glover et al. [6] -in the right panel of Figure 2 ). In the SXT data "sigmoids" are either interrupted, or close to saturation, or too diffuse to reveal their magnetic structure. EIT images (Figure 2, right panel) show that the overall configuration of the active region indeed could be S-shaped (it is even better seen in the 284 Åbandpass), but no single S-shaped loop (flux tube) is observed.
Another interesting feature of NOAA AR 8038 (which erupted on May 12, 1997 to produce the event 12, see Thompson et al. [1] ) is the formation of its "sigmoidal" strucure on May 10. It appears that the "sigmoid" is formed as a result of another eruption as shown in Figure  2 . This AR exhibits an example of the process when "sigmoidal" configuration (unstable?) is formed via an eruption and relaxes via an eruption as well.
Finally, consider event 16 produced by an eruption in the remains of NOAA ARs 8076, 8078 and 8079 on August 30, 1997. In the left panel of Figure 3 one can see a "sigmoidal" structure (close to saturation). It is interesting to note that post-eruption loops have the same footpoints as the "sigmoid", and there is no signature of reconnection although the "sigmoidicity" of that part of the AR disappears.
Most of the EIT images made in 1997 are halfresolution (5.2" pixel size; see Figure 3 , left panel). This resolution is not sufficient to identify the small-scale precursors of eruptions (if any). Four times per day fullresolution (2.6" pixel size) images are made (Figure 3 , right panel), and, evidently, small-scale structure of active region is seen more clearly. A search of small-scale precursors of eruptions in full-resolution EIT images is now in progress.
CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the coronal sources of geoeffective interplanetary disturbances during the low activity epoch (January 1997 -January 1998). Using the EIT observations of the EUV solar corona, we have identified the sources of all 24 geomagnetic events with daily A p index values more than 20. The identification of the source is mostly unambiguous; it is doubtful only in 2 cases (events 2 and 22).
It is found that halo CMEs observed by LASCO are not necessary indicators of Earth-directed eruptions (events 13, 14). We propose to use the coronal dimmings observed by EIT as a complementary indicator. Indeed, the transient dimmings were associated with all of the events which are not produced by flows from CHs.
The resolution about 5" per pixel (half resolution for EIT) is not sufficient to identify the small-scale precursors of eruptions (if any).
A structure now conventionally called a "sigmoid" cannot be represented as a single S-shaped loop (flux tube) but instead exhibits an assembly of many structures of smaller scale.
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